
     

 

Case Study for a Green Mountain Technology Site-Built Earth Flow Composting System 

 

Hey Day Farm is dedicated to restoring 25 acres of farm land in an 

historic district of Bainbridge Island.  They sell organic local food:  eggs, meat, dairy and produce.    

While it is nestled in a quaint valley they do have to protect neighbors from farm odors, vectors and 

unsightly manure bins as well as protect local ground water from manure nutrient run off.  On site they 

house 20 cows, 30 pigs, 250 chickens and have 5 acres dedicated to produce.  The waste from the 

animals, the entrails from the slaughtering of pigs and chickens, and the green waste from the produce 

is all processed in a Green Mountain Technology Site Built Earth Flow System.  This system consists of a 

concrete slab, wood walls covered in stainless steel creating a 

three bay system.  In the center bay, approximately 10’ x 34’, an 

automated auger system is mounted and has computerized 

control systems. The entire structure measures 30’ x 50’ and is 

covered by a hoop house.  The cost for this manure management 

system is considerably less than an in-vessel system and 

comparable to an Aerated Static Pile.  It does however have the 

benefits of an in-vessel system with complete mixing and the creation of homogenous compost that is 

free of odor, pathogens, weed seeds, flies and other parasites.  The compost is rich in organic material 

and is used on the pastures and gardens of the farm.  This technological advancement in composting 

creates a financial and operational success for any local farm and allows them the desired closed loop 

waste stream for environmental compliance. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

      Farm Background 

The 25 acre farm has several parcels that are divided by public roads and private properties.  The Island   

is a bedroom community of Seattle, served by a ferry system.  Hey Day very much operates in the back 

yards of neighbors with one acre lots who do not see themselves in any way as farmers.  Operating in 

this scenario brings close scrutiny by the local government agencies ensuring odor control and nutrient 

management.  The neighbors are also concerned about noise, vectors and unsightly piles of waste.  

Understanding these concerns and addressing them is a key to the survival of the business.  Bainbridge 

has a large farmers market and local restaurants that advocate locally grown food on their menus.  

Therefore a tension exists in this location where a market demands the local food and yet is wary of the 

existence of a farm in their backyard.  This is a common theme for “locally grown” food producers across 

the country.   

The owners of Hey Day Farm, being long time Bainbridge residents, believed they could both provide 

locally grown food and operate a top notch farm that was sensitive to the concerns of their community.  

They began with one old farm and quickly grew, adding both acreage and other farms to their 

production area.  Experienced operators were hired and careful attention to detail was observed in 

designing each of the areas for the animals.  As the farm grew and the number of animals on site 

increased, Hey Day operators knew that they needed a waste management solution that could 

affordably dispose of their organic waste.  They turned to Green Mountain Technologies for the 

solution.  Green Mountain Technologies is itself a neighbor of Hey Day farm, with the GMT headquarters 

overlooking their poultry fields. 

 

Composting System 

Michael Bryan Brown, President of GMT, worked closely with 

the farm manager, Craig Skipton, to identify a system that was 

within budget and could successfully compost the organic 

waste material produced at the farm.  This included dairy 

manure, pig manure, chicken litter, green waste and slaughter 

waste from the poultry operation.  A mixer was going to be 



needed to encourage the biological process with even distribution of all the elements in the recipe.  An 

in-vessel system was an ideal process for the waste but was cost prohibitive.  Enter the Site-Built Earth 

Flow system.  The Site Built system uses the same automated auger system as the stainless steel, In-

vessel Earth Flow system. It has its own advantages by using lower 

cost concrete in its design rather than stainless steel.  All the 

concerns of onsite composting raised by government and 

neighborhood groups are addressed in the design.  A hoop house 

covers the system which aesthetically matches the other farm 

structures. The system design and composting technology controls 

leachate, odors, and vectors.  The manure can be loaded by tractor or dump directly into the 

composting bay or stored in an adjoining bay until needed.  This allows for daily cleaning of the various 

animal dwelling sites and keeps odors, vectors and unsightliness at bay.  The technology of this process 

creates high quality compost that is valuable to the farm for use 

on garden beds and pasture land.  Laboratory testing has 

documented the quality and stability of the compost. 

Financial Analysis 

With the high costs of hauling animal manures offsite, finding an 

onsite solution was a sound choice.  The addition of so many 

different sources of waste into the site built system simplified 

the waste management of the farm while lowering the cost.  

The local source for waste disposal charges approximately $65 

per ton and a unit fee per pick up of $394.50 making each pick 

up of a 30 yard dumpster between $600 and $800, twice a 

month.  Now they are processing approximately 90 yards of waste per month.  They are able to divert 

more organics from the waste stream due to the increased volume available.  The infrastructure 

including the concrete pad and hoop house already existed near the pig operation.  GMT added the 

internal stainless covered wooden walls and the internal, automated auger system.  The cost per ton for 

a system processing 3 tons per day is about $30 per ton, and to process 6 tons per day, $18 per ton, a 

substantial savings over the local waste district’s haul off pricing.  This per ton pricing takes into 

consideration the creation of a value added product; compost is no longer purchased for the fields and 

produce beds. 

“The appearance of the 
product, going from coarse 
wood, shavings and various 
manures from the farm, to a 
form that looks (like) beautiful, 
rich compost.  It is very exciting 
to create a stable product that 
is biologically useable.” 

Craig Skipton, Manager of Hey 
Day Farm 



Another financial consideration of the Site Built System is the 

low labor cost of operation.  Unlike a pile or row composting 

system, the material does not need to be pre-mixed as the 

auger automatically performs this function.  After the material 

has moved through the system, there is considerably less labor 

to turn the piles during curing. 

Sustainability Movement  

As the public becomes more educated about 

sustainability, the appreciation for a company 

with a strong environmental business plan will play a role in 

customer acceptance and loyalty, and community support.  

Now that a waste management operation can support the 

business decision for an on-site treatment of the farm waste it 

is a prudent financial and environmental decision to do so. 

 

“Here at the farm, 2013 has 
been an important year for 
implementing some critical 
systems to help us conserve, 
reclaim and regenerate 
resources.  This reflects the 
farm’s deep commitment to the 
environment and our belief that 
there is no such thing as waste.  
Our state of the art composting 
system is one good example.  
We worked for more than a 
year with Green Mountain 
Technologies to custom design 
a system that will work with our 
unique mix of land, crops and 
animals to turn waste into rich 
compost that is added back to 
the soil in our pasture and 
croplands.  Because of our 
careful care of the land and 
nutrient management, 
Stewardship Partners has 
certified Hey Day Farm as a 
SalmonSafe farm.” 

Ty Cramer and Steve Romain, 
landowners 

Alice and Craig Skipton, farmers 


